Abstract. The spaces of nondegenerate properly embedded minimal surfaces in quotients of R 3 by nontrivial translations or by screw motions with nontrivial rotational part, fixed finite topology and planar type ends, are endowed with natural structures of finite dimensional real analytic manifolds. This nondegeneracy is defined in terms of Jacobi functions. Riemann's minimal examples are characterized as the only nondegenerate surfaces with genus one in their corresponding spaces. We also give natural immersions of these spaces into certain complex Euclidean spaces which turn out to be Lagrangian immersions with respect to the standard symplectic structures.
Introduction
A large class inside the collection of properly embedded minimal surfaces in the three-dimensional Euclidean space R 3 is the one consisting of those surfaces which are invariant by an infinite cyclic group of direct rigid motions G acting freely on R 3 , called singly-periodic minimal surfaces. Such a surface can be viewed inside the flat three-manifold R 3 /G. In 1993, Meeks and Rosenberg [15] proved that for this kind of surfaces finiteness of the topology is equivalent to the finite total curvature assumption-the helicoid shows that this equivalence does not hold for surfaces in R 3 . Hence it seems natural to study these surfaces attending to their topology. At the end of the last century, Riemann [21] discovered a one-parameter family of minimal annuli { M λ } λ>0 invariant by translations {T λ } λ>0 , which induce properly embedded minimal tori minus two points in R 3 / T λ . In 1988, Karcher [11] found a one-parameter family of genus zero surfaces minus an even number of points in the quotient of R 3 over the cyclic group generated by a screw motion S θ,λ obtained by composition of a rotation of angle θ ∈ [0, 2π[ around the x 3 -axis followed by a translation of vector (0, 0, λ), λ = 0. Also, Callahan, Hoffman, Karcher and Meeks [2, 3, 4] gave, for any odd positive integer k ≥ 3, a one-parameter family of surfaces with genus k minus two points in a helicoidal quotient R 3 /S θ,λ . Uniqueness [14, 18] , nonexistence [19] and structure [4] results have also been obtained for surfaces of this type. On the other hand, research has shown the importance of endowing some classes of minimal surfaces with a structure of smooth manifold [1] , [20] , [23] , [24, 25, 26] , which opens a field of possibilities by application of differential topology tools. In this line we should emphasize the work of the author and Ros motions leaving M invariant, we define screw(M ) = (θ, λ). Also, we denote by torque 3 
Preliminary results
Let ψ : M −→ R 3 be an orientable proper minimal immersion and take a compact cycle Γ ⊂ M . Choose a conormal unit field η along Γ and consider the flux of ψ along Γ, that is,
where ds is measured in the metric induced by ψ. Observe that the flux does not depend on the cycle in a fixed homology class. Now take a smooth deformation {ψ t : M −→ R 3 } |t|<ε by not necessarily minimal immersions -in the sense that (t, p) −→ ψ t (p) is smooth-such that ψ 0 = ψ. We are interested in the velocity vector of the curve t −→ Γ η t ds t , where the subindex • t denotes that the corresponding object is measured with respect to the metric induced by ψ t . Although we do not require the minimality of ψ t , we will denote the last integral by flux(ψ t , Γ). Denoting by γ t = γ t (s t ) to a parametrization by the ψ t -arc length of Γ and by N t the Gauss map of ψ t , we have
We will denote the derivative at t = 0 by a dot. Hence,
V being the variational field of ψ t . AsṄ is a tangent vector, the first integral can be written as
where J is the complex structure of M . Hence we deduce thaṫ
In particular,fux does not depend on the variation but only on the variational field. As the last expression is linear in V , we can study separately the cases where V is tangent or normal to ψ. In the first case, we can choose the variation as a reparametrization of ψ; thus its minimality implies that flux(ψ t , Γ) is constant in t andfux vanishes.
A being the shape operator of ψ. As ψ is minimal, it follows that
This can be summarized as follows:
ψ t , the derivative of the flux map along a compact cycle Γ ⊂ M is given by
As a consequence, if a ∈ R 3 and we take ψ t = ψ + ta with t small, the flux does not depend on t, so we have proved that
Let ψ : M −→ R 3 be a proper minimal embedding invariant by a translation of vector T ∈ R 3 − {0}, i.e. there exists a conformal transformation
Reciprocally, any properly embedded nonflat minimal surface M ⊂ R 3 /T determines a connected singly-periodic minimal surface ψ related with M in the above way; see Meeks and Rosenberg [15] . Suppose that M is orientable and has finite topology, so M is homeomorphic to a finitely punctured compact surface M − {p 1 , . . . , p r }. It is proved in [15] that under these conditions, M has finite total curvature, its conformal structure is induced by another one on M , its Gauss map-which is well-defined-extends in a meromorphic way to the compactification M , and M has a nice behaviour at infinity: all its ends are simultaneously asymptotic to parallel planes, vertical annuli or to ends of helicoids. We are going to study the first case, which will be called, as usual, planar ends. Consider ψ, M as above, such that the ends p 1 , . . . , p r of M are planar. These ends lift to planar type ends in R 3 . Take T nonhorizontal, so the ends can be supposed to be asymptotic to horizontal planes.
Lemma 2. There exist a neighbourhood B(T ) of T in R
3 − {0} and a C ∞ -family
, of singly-periodic proper immersions with ends asymptotic to horizontal planes, such that ψ T = ψ and ψ a • S = ψ a + a, for any a ∈ B(T ).
Proof. Consider the surjective linear map Φ : M 3 (R) −→ R 3 given by Φ(B) = BT , where M 3 (R) denotes the set of 3×3 real matrices. Take a complement subspace E of Kernel(Φ) in M 3 (R) such that I 3 ∈ E. Hence, the C ∞ -map Ψ :
, and A T = I 3 . Take a fundamental domain Ω of ψ with compact boundary contained in the union of two horizontal planes Π, Π + T , and consider two big finite cylinders C R1 , C R2 parallel to the period vector T , of radii
, ε > 0 small, and outside of C R1 , ψ is a union of horizontal graphs. Let Ω 1 be the portion of Ω enclosed by C R1 . For each a ∈ B(T) near enough to T , A a (Ω 1 ) is a surface with boundary contained in the solid cylinder determined by C R2 , which can be extended to an a-periodic surface with boundary, contained in a certain infinite solid cylinder parallel to a. Gluing A a (Ω 1 ) with the ends of Ω outside C R2 we get a smooth surface between the planes Π − εT , Π + (1 + ε)T , that coincides with the original one outside a compact set. Extending this surface by the translation of vector a, we find an a-periodic smooth map ψ a : M −→ R 3 with ψ a • S = ψ a + a. Clearly, we can suppose that ψ a is an immersion depending on a in a C ∞ -way and that ψ T = ψ. Hence each ψ a induces a properly immersed surface M a ⊂ R 3 /a with r ends asymptotic to horizontal planes.
1. If a(t), |t| < ε, is a curve in B(T ) with a(0) = T and we denote the derivative with respect to t at t = 0 by a dot, then the linear mapȧ
ψ a(t) is one-to-one, because the multivaluation ofψ is given byψ • S =ψ +ȧ, as can be checked by differentiating the periodicity equation for ψ a , see lemma 2. 2. The ends of M a are the same as those of M , viewed in the different ambient spaces R 3 /T and R 3 /a. In particular all of them are minimal.
The ends of ψ are planar and horizontal, i.e. they have finite total curvature, are embedded and asymptotic to horizontal planes. Hence, each one can be written as
where ε > 0 and h is a smooth real valued function in {|w| < ε}, see [20] . We will call w the graph coordinate at the corresponding end of ψ. Put ρ = |w| and ds 2 the induced metric, which can be written in terms of w as We will also denote by N its S-invariant lift to M . Given a near T , consider the a-periodic immersion ψ a :
is the usual Hölder space-we can suppose that ψ a + u N is also an a-periodic immersion. Let H(ψ a + u N ) be its mean curvature function, which is well-defined on M . As the number of ends of M is finite, we can suppose that the graph coordinates at the ends of a fundamental domain in the lifted surface to R 3 are all defined in 0 < |w| < ε, where ε is a positive real number. Now we can apply Proposition 1 in [20] to each end of this fundamental domain, and taking into account that the mean curvature function is well defined on M we deduce the following assertion:
is an analytic operator.
In order to recognize the differential of H, take a smooth curve t −→ (a(t), u(t)) in A × U passing through (T, 0) at t = 0, and denote the derivative with respect to t at t = 0 by a dot. The variational field of ψ a(t) + u(t) N is given byψ +u N, whose normal projection is ψ , N +u. Note thatu is well-defined on M but this does not happen with the first term, which presents the following multivaluation:
Denote by L = ∆ + σ 2 = ∆ + ∇N 2 the Jacobi operator of ψ, where ∆ is the Laplacian of ds 2 and σ 2 the square length of the second fundamental form of this embedding. Functions in the kernel of this operator are called Jacobi functions. It is well known that vector fields in R 3 whose flow consists of dilations or isometries induce on the surface Jacobi functions, as for instance p, N , det(p, N, e 3 ), N, a , where p is the position vector on M , e 3 = (0, 0, 1) and a is any vector in R 3 . The first example is the support function of ψ and the last one is usually called a linear function. We will use the same notation L for the induced Jacobi operator on M . As L ȧ, N = 0, the function
is well-defined on M , and by Proposition 1, lies in C α (M ). On the other hand, from (5) it follows directly that the linear mapȧ −→ ψ , N is injective.
Consider the vector space
, which can be identified with R 3 by means of the above injective linear map. We can also view C k,α (M ) as S-invariant C k,α -functions defined on M which extend in a C k,α -way to the punctures. Now we define the vector space
, which becomes a Banach space with the natural norm on each component. (6) lets us define the following bounded linear operator:
ψ a(t) . Hence L is the "compactification" to the Riemann surface M of the Jacobi operator L, i.e. L = λL = ∆ + ∇N 2 , where • means that the corresponding object is measured respect to the metric ds 2 . This compactified Jacobi operator will play a key role in what follows, because the smoothness of the space of properly embedded minimal surfaces in quotients of R 3 by translations, with fixed finite topology and planar ends, around one such surface will depend strongly on the kernel and the image of the operator L associated to the surface.
The Jacobi operator L
We continue with our properly embedded minimal surface M ⊂ R 3 /T . Take two curves (a(t),
immersions-not necessarily minimal-with ends asymptotic to horizontal planes. We will work in a fundamental domain Ω of ψ whose compact boundary is contained in two horizontal planes Π, Π + T . Put ∂Ω = Γ ∪ (Γ + T ), and note that althoughu,v take the same values on Γ, Γ+T , this is not true withψ =
ψ b(t) , but their values on Γ, Γ+ T are related by (5) . Denote by dA, dA the area elements associated to the metrics ds 2 , ds 2 , respectively. As L dA = L dA, the divergence theorem gives
where η denotes the exterior conormal to Ω along its boundary. For the sake of simplicity, we will use the notation flux(•) = flux(•, Γ) for the remainder of the paper. Using (5) and Lemma 1, the last expression can be written as
Moreover, the last integral vanishes by (2), so we have obtained a skew-symmetric bilinear form defined on the space B which relates the differential operator L with the period and the flux maps:
JOAQUÍN PÉREZ
The following step will be to determine the kernel and the image of the operator L. Following the ideas in [20] , we define X ⊥ ⊂ C α (M ) to be the L 2 -orthogonal complement in C α (M ) with respect to the metric ds 2 of a subset X ⊂ C α (M ). Consider in the Banach space B the subspaces
Hence, K consists of those functions in J which are well-defined on M .
Lemma 4. In the above situation,
Remark 2. Note that the condition i) expresses that if u ∈ K 0 is the normal part of the variational field for a deformation ψ t of our surface, then the derivative of the flux map along the deformation vanishes-see Lemma 1.
Proof. Standard elliptic theory [7] insures that A properly embedded minimal surface M ⊂ R 3 /T with finite topology and horizontal planar ends will be called nondegenerate if K 0 (M ) = { N, a |a ∈ R 3 }, N being its Gauss map, i.e. if dim K 0 (M ) = 3.
The space of minimal surfaces
Let M be the space of connected nonflat properly embedded minimal surfaces M in a quotient of R 3 by a nonhorizontal translation T -which depends on the surface-with fixed finite topology and horizontal planar ends. In order to endow M with a topological structure, we will discuss the relationship between the natural notions of convergence in this space. We will denote by M the periodic lift of an element M ∈ M to R 3 . Take M n ∈ M, n = 1, 2, . . . , and M ∞ ∈ M.
1. We say that {M n } n converges to M ∞ smoothly if for any relatively compact subdomain Ω of M ∞ , for any embedded tubular neighbourhood of Ω in R 3 , Ω(ε) = {p + tN ∞ (p)|p ∈ Ω, |t| < ε}, ε > 0 small enough, N ∞ being the Gauss map of M ∞ , and for each n large enough we have that Ω n = M n ∩ Ω(ε) consists of a single graph over Ω, p ∈ Ω −→ p+u n (p)N ∞ (p), and the sequence {u n } n converges to zero in C k (Ω), for any k ≥ 0.
Let
Consider the family ψ a of Lemma 2 around M ∞ . We say that the sequence {M n } n converges to M ∞ smoothly if T n → T ∞ and there exists a vector field
N∞,e3 e 3 in a neighbourhood of each end of M ∞ , and there exists a sequence {u n } n ⊂ C ∞ (M ∞ ) such that M n can be expressed as ψ Tn + u n N and u n → 0 in
Theorem 1. Given {M n } n ⊂ M and M ∞ ∈ M with period vectors T n → T ∞ , the following assertions are equivalent:
Proof. It it obvious that 2 =⇒ 1, so suppose that we have 1. Denote by S ∞ a slab in R 3 between two horizontal planes Π, Π+T ∞ that determines a fundamental domain Ω of M ∞ with compact boundary. Take an infinite vertical solid cylinder C R of large radius R containing ∂Ω in its interior, and denote
, where C(•) means the absolute total curvature enclosed in the corresponding domain. Let S n be a slab between parallel planes determining a fundamental domain on M n . We can also suppose S n → S ∞ and that M n ∩ ∂S n is compact and contained in C R for any n large enough. Setting Ω n (R) = M n ∩ S n ∩ C R and using 1, we can suppose that C(M n ) − C(Ω n (R)) < δ, and that on ∂Ω n (R) ∩ ∂C R the relation | N n , e 3 | ≥ 1 − δ holds, N n being the Gauss map of M n . As N n is an open map and almost all the total absolute curvature of M n is inside Ω n (R), we deduce that | N n , e 3 | ≥ 1 − δ on ( M n ∩S n )− Ω n (R); hence the projection of ( M n ∩S n )− Ω n (R) on the (x 1 +ix 2 )-plane is a a proper local diffeomorphism, injective on each component. This proves that M n ∩ S n is an N -graph over ψ Tn ( M ∞ ) by means of a certain function which is smooth at the punctures, for a suitable choice of a transversal map N with the conditions of Definition 2, where ψ Tn is the T n -periodic immersion of Lemma 2 around M ∞ . Now the construction of ψ Tn in the proof of Lemma 2 proves that M n is a global N -graph over
Our hypothesis implies that we only have to study the situation around an end p i of M ∞ , so consider the w-coordinate at a lift of this end to R 3 , which can be written as w −→ 1 w , h(w) , 0 < |w| < ε, h being a smooth function in {|w| < ε}. We can suppose that this expression also parametrizes the corresponding end of ψ Tn ; see the proof of Lemma 2. Thus M n is given by
, 0 < |w| < ε, and by hypothesis u n | {|w|=ε} → 0 in
From Lemma 2 of [20] we have that the map
where H(b, f ) denotes the mean curvature of the immersion
0 < |w| ≤ ε, is an analytic local diffeomorphism around (0, 0), for any k ≥ 2.
Hence, E(0, u n ) = 0, 0, u n | {|w|=ε} lies in a neighbourhood of (0, 0, 0
where E is bijective. From the maximum principle at infinity [13] it follows that b = 0, u n | {|w|=ε} uniquely determine u n (w), |w| ≤ ε, so the bijective property of E insures that {u n } n converges to zero in C k,α ({|w| ≤ ε}) for any k ≥ 2, and the proof is complete.
Remark 4. In particular, Theorem 1 proves that the second sense of convergence defined above depends neither on the family ψ a of Lemma 2 around M ∞ nor on the transverse smooth map N . Also, it implies that given M ∈ M, M ⊂ R 3 /T , there exists a neighbourhood of M in M, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, such that each minimal surface in this neighbourhood is represented by ψ a + u N for suitable a in a neighbourhood A of T in R 3 − {0} and u in a neighbourhood U of zero in C ∞ (M ), where ψ is a lift of M to R 3 and N is a global transverse map defined as in section 1, and in this neighbourhood, which will be denoted by M ∩ (A × U), both topologies coincide.
Denote by M * ⊂ M the subset of nondegenerate surfaces with nonvertical period vector. Now we can prove the main result of this section:
* is an open subset of M. Moreover, M * is either empty or a real analytic manifold with dimension 6.
Proof. We will adapt the ideas in the proof of Theorem 2 in [20] . Take M ∈ M * , M ⊂ R 3 /T . Consider neighbourhoods U of zero in C 2,α (M ) and A of T in R 3 −{0} such that Proposition 1 holds, and define the map
where N a,u is the Gauss map of ψ a + u N and {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } is the usual basis in
where N , N a,u ; note that N , N a,u can be supposed smooth and positive everywhere. With this identification we can compute the differential of F at (0, a, u) as
, where L a,u denotes the compactified Jacobi operator of the minimal surface M a,u . We will use similar notations for the spaces J (M a,u ), K(M a,u ) and K 0 (M a,u ), see section 2. Note that L a,u (B(M a,u ) ) contains the orthogonal complement of the finite dimensional space K(M a,u ); hence L a,u (B (M a,u )) = L a,u (B(M a,u ) )
so we deduce that Kernel DF (0,a,u) = {0} × J (M a,u ) = J (M a,u ) . Moreover, the condition M ∈ M * implies that DF (0,T,0) is surjective, and from Lemma 4 its kernel has dimension 6. The implicit function theorem insures that we can find a neighbourhood W of (0, T, 0) in R 3 × A × U such that V := F −1 (0) ∩ W is a real analytic six-dimensional submanifold of W. We claim that V contains only minimal surfaces. For, take an element (a, u) ∈ A × U and consider the immersion ψ a + u N. Take a fundamental domain Ω obtained by cutting this surface with a slab between two horizontal planes Π, Π+a, with compact boundary ∂Ω = Γ∪(Γ+a). Denote by Ω(R) the part of this fundamental domain inside an infinite vertical solid cylinder C R of large radius R, containing ∂Ω in its interior. Then
where the subindex • a,u means that the corresponding object is computed with respect to the induced metric by ψ a + u N and η a,u is the exterior conormal field to Ω(R) along its boundary. The last two integrals are opposite, and if we argue as in the proof of Lemma 7 of [20] we find that the first integral converges to zero as R goes to infinity-in Lemma 7 of [20] it is proved that this assertion holds for the horizontal components of this integral in a more general case, for embedded ends with finite total curvature and possibly nonzero logarithmic growth, and a careful reading of that proof insures that we can extend the property to the vertical component when we have only planar type ends. Thus the mean curvature function H(a, u) is orthogonal to N a,u , e i , i = 1, 2, 3, which proves our claim, so V ⊂ {0} × A× U = A× U. Moreover, as the tangent space of V at M a,u is J (M a,u ), we deduce that V ⊂ M * . Hence M * is open. This gives an analytic structure in a neighbourhood of each point of M * . We will finish the proof by showing the compatibility of all these structures. Given ε > 0, denote by M * ε the set of surfaces M ∈ M * such that the construction of the analytic neighbourhood V = V M can be done by using the graph coordinate around each end of a fundamental domain of the lifted surface to R 3 -see the comment just before Proposition 1-over the punctured disk {0 < |w| < ε}. w , h(w) , 0 < |w| < ε, for certain h ∈ C ∞ ({|w| < ε}), and we can suppose that any minimal surface M a,u in V M can be written around p 1 as
, 0 < |w| < ε; see the proof of Lemma 2. Hence we can consider the analytic map
We claim that j is an immersion: if v ∈ J (M a,u ) lies in the kernel of Dj Ma,u , then v is a well-defined function on M that satisfies Lv = 0 on M and v = 0 on a neighbourhood of p 1 ; hence v = 0. As M * is finite dimensional this is enough to insure that our claim holds. Now the fact that an immersion uniquely determines the structure of the immersed manifold implies that two analytic structures around M ∈ M * are compatible. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 5. 1. The above proof also insures that the procedure for constructing the analytic neighbourhood V M of a surface M ∈ M * does not depend on the family ψ a of Lemma 2 nor on the transverse map N. 2. When the period vector T is vertical, the Jacobi function det(p, N, e 3 ), p being the position vector on the lifted surface M ⊂ R 3 , is well-defined on M ; thus it belongs to K. Moreover, it lies in K 0 if and only if the flux of M along a horizontal section is vertical -this last condition is impossible, for instance, when M has genus one [19] , or when the number of ends of M with minimum branching order of the Gauss map is one [18] . Theorem 2 extends without changes around a nondegenerate surface with vertical period vector but nonvertical flux along a horizontal section. However, around a surface M where both the period vector and the flux are vertical, the space of minimal surfaces where K 0 (M ) coincides with the space of functions spanned by the ones coming from Killing fields cannot be a manifold, because the dimension of that space at M is strictly greater than the corresponding dimension for nearby surfaces. Examples of such surfaces can be found in [3] for any odd genus greater than or equal to three. These surfaces have two planar ends and a horizontal plane of symmetry, which forces both the period and the flux vectors to be vertical.
Riemann's examples M λ , λ > 0, see for example [9, 21] , are a one-parameter family of tori with two planar ends. The extended Gauss map of such a surface M λ has its branching values on an equator of the sphere. Montiel and Ros [16] prove that in this situation the space K has dimension three; hence the same holds for K 0 and the above theorem works. This implies that, up to translations, dilations and rotations around the x 3 -axis, the only possible deformation of a Riemann example is by nearby Riemann examples; that is, they form an isolated family inside the corresponding space M of genus one surfaces with two ends. This result extends directly to any finite covering of Riemann examples obtained by considering a multiple of the period vector, in the space of genus one surfaces with any even number of ends. This nondegeneracy property characterizes those classical examples: Proof. Take M ∈ M * with genus one. We can parametrize our problem as follows: Let L ⊂ C be the lattice generated by {a, 2πi}, a ∈ C − {0}, such that C/L is conformally equivalent to the compactification M of M , the third coordinate of the lifted surface M ⊂ R 3 is x 3 (ξ) = k Re(ξ), k being a nonzero real number, and the segment Γ = {it | t ∈ [0, 2π]} is applied on a closed curve on M which is nonnullhomotopic in the cylinder obtained by attaching the ends to M . Let g be the Gauss map stereographically projected from the north pole. In the ξ-coordinate,
